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A spate of popular articles and
advertisements has appeared
touting "biorhythm."This theory
proposes that sinusoidal physical
(23-day), sensitivity (28-day), and
intellectual (33-day) rhythms
commence at the moment of birth
and modulate feelings and behavior predictably throughout life
(Thommen 1964). Dangerous
reactionsare purportedto occur on
the "criticaldays"when the rhythms
cross the zero line. "Doublecritical
days" occur when the cycles cross
the zero line on the same day; and
"triplecriticaldays" occur when all
three cycles cross simultaneously.
"Biorhythm" theory was first
developed around the turn of the
centurybyHermannSwobodaof the
Universityof Viennaand by Wilhelm
Fleiss, Sigmund Freud's "analyst."
Poor Freud struggled with Fleiss's
theories for manyyears beforefinally rejectingthem (Jones 1953).
Because there are truerhythmsin
the humanbodythatmaybe usefully
estimated with sinusoids (Luce
1970), "biorhythm" has face
1I
IIGURE
plausibility.Nevertheless, none of
the genuinebiological"clocks"such
as the heartbeat, the menstrual
cycle, or the circadian rhythm is
sufficientlyprecise to be predictive
for many years after birth
(Pittendrighand Daan 1976). Even
biological clocks synchronized by
astronomicalevents are altered by
shiftwork,transmeridional
travel,or
variationsin latitude(Aschoff 1975; FIGURE1.

Batschelet, et al., 1973), so
"biorhythm"predictions are not
consistent with known phenomena.
The best empiricaltests of the theory
have thus far failedto demonstrate
anypredictivevalidity(Shaffer,et al.,
1978; Ahlgren 1974; Schonholzer,
Schilling,and Muller1972;Wolcott,
et al., 1977).

ConductingOurStudy

Results
Allof the correlationsbetweenthe
observed and predicted feeling
states were low, and most were not
statisticallysignificant.As mightbe

State

Correlation

Signifiance

Study 1

Physical
Emotional
Intellectual

r= .36
r= .07
r= .30

p. .05
Not significant
Not significant

Study 2

Physical
Emotional
Intellectual

r=-.55
r= .33
r=-.02

p. .05
Not significant
Not significant

TABLE2. AccidentsOccurringon "CriticalDays"for 50 Subjects.
Predicted
by Random Variation

PhysicalCycle
SensitivityCycle
IntellectualCycle
Double-Criticals(2 cycles)
Triple-Criticals
(3 cycles)

98
7
6
3
1

Observed

11*
10*
2*
0

*Predicted
andobservedwerenotsignificantly
different(chisquare 3.0)

anticipatedwhen manycorrelations
are computed, one in twenty of
individual correlation coefficients
mightreach "significance"
at the .05
level due to chance. However, the
overall number of "significant"
correlations
and the mean
correlation were consistent with
chance results(table1). The largest
correlationhappenedto be negative
(contrary to prediction). The
correlations were inconsistent
across replications. The upperconfidence limit of the mean
correlationwas r=0.27;that is, there
is a 95% chance that biorhythm
theory accounts for less than 8%of
the variabilityof self-ratings.
The number of accidents
occurring on critical days did not
vary significantlyfrom the number
predicted by random variationfor
any of the three cycles. Furthermore, the numbers of accidents
occurringon double-critical
or triplecriticaldays were slightlyless than
randomexpectations(table2).
Our results confirm that the
"biorhythm"
theory is worthlessfor
predictingbehavior. The commer-

cialpopularityof thispseudo-science
highlightsthe persistenceof mythical
approaches to mental health
problems.
Students may wish to test
"biorhythm"theory for themselves.
Our methodscouldprovidea simple
and amusingprojectin the scientific
use of prediction,observation,and
statistical
analysis
in the
classroom. Students may then be
attractedto the measurementof real
biologicalrhythms,for example, by
the methodsof Halberg,et al, (1972).
Note-The studywassupported
bythe
Medical Research Service of the
Veterans Administration and by
ResearchScientistDevelopment
Award
(1 K02 MHOO117)
fromthe National
Instituteof MentalHealth.
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We decided to conduct further
tests of the predictivity of the
"biorhythm" theory. Thirty staff
members of a psychiatry service
were asked to graphicallyrate their
"physical"state frombest to worse
along a 100-mm line. "Emotional"
and "intellectual" states were
similarlyrated. Subjects were blind
to the "biorhythm"
predictions;that
is, they did not knowtheirpredicted
biorhythm states. Correlations
were computed between the
subjects' self-ratings and their
predicted state determined from
birthdateaccordingto "biorhythm."
The programprovidedwitha Texas
Instruments SR58 calculator was
used. Ten days later, a replication
was obtained from 30 subjects,
including25 repeatersfromthe initial
group.
In a second experiment, 50
patients who came to a college
health center for treatment of
accidentalinjuriesover a two-week
periodwere selected withoutregard
to birthdate. From the patients'
birthdates, it was determined
whether these accidents occurred
on "criticaldays"takenas ?24 hours
fromzero crossingsof the biorhythm
cycles. These 48-hour critical
periods were used to avoid
uncertainties deriving from the
unknown hour of birth. The
significanceof accidents on critical
days were evaluated by chi-square
tests.

TABLE1. PredictedBiorhythmStates and ObservedStates of Subjects

Biorhythms
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Note--Thetwo series mentionedin the
text of the articleare: NOVAPBSTelevision Series 1977. LinusPauling:Crusading Scientist, produced by WGBH,
Boston, Massachusetts; and NOVA,
PBS TelevisionSeries 1977. The Race
for the Double Helix, also producedby
WGBH,Boston, Massachusetts.
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as rather strange. Never in my life
have I seen a chicken bone with
webbed feet!
Looking at page 162, figure 9, 1
wonderedhadthe mothbeen reclassifiedinto the ranks of the butterfly
or had that butterflyundergone a
strange metamorphosis,changingit
into a moth?
Obviously,one of two situations
exists. Eitherthe biologytextbooks,
supplementedby audiovisualmaterial and the instructors'fieldwork,
are in erroror the illustrationsthemselves are valued solely on an aesthetic, ratherthan a scientific,basis.
ChristopherP. Campbell
ChippewaFalls SeniorHighSchool
TerrillStreet
ChippewaFalls, Wisconsin54729

Editor's Note-We expect to run a

response from Ms. Karan to Mr.
Campbell'sletter in afutureissue of
ABT.
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